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GreenRoad Enhances Service with New Reports for Busy Fleet Managers

Monthly Performance Scorecard and Collision Suspect Report Based on Customer Requests

Redwood City, CA (PRWEB) December 06, 2011 -- GreenRoad, the leader in driver performance and safety
management, today announced the addition of new reports that enhance the GreenRoad service. Both reports
are based on customer requests and deliver new insights for busy managers who are challenged by the varied
demands of managing vehicle fleets. The reports are available to all subscribers of the GreenRoad service.

The Monthly Performance Scorecard provides current, historical, and rolling period comparisons of driver and
fleet location performance. The Collision Suspect Report spotlights driving events in which forces on the
vehicle are indicative of a collision, enabling managers to proactively identify possible vehicle collisions across
the fleet.

“Our customers tell us that the insights provided by GreenRoad are the most valuable part of the service. By
capturing millions of data points, analyzing them in real-time and turning that data into actionable insights,
delivered online, GreenRoad provides tremendous value to our customers,” commented Karen White, vice
president of product marketing for GreenRoad. “Now these new reports extend that concept even further by
packaging insightful, time-sensitive data into easy-to-read, actionable reports.”

GreenRoad Monthly Performance Scorecard

The GreenRoad Monthly Performance Scorecard rank orders all drivers in a fleet based on their GreenRoad
measured performance for the current week and shows their historical performance as well as rolling
performance trends: month-over-month, quarter-over-quarter, and year-over-year. The Scorecard uses the
simple red-yellow-green GreenRoad color scheme to allow quick assessment of performance, allowing
managers to easily identify drivers who need attention. The Monthly Performance Scorecard can be set-up for
auto-delivery via email to fleet managers.

Collision Suspect Report

The Collision Suspect Report also responds to a key customer request: daily ‘headline news’ that requires
immediate corrective action. The report alerts fleet managers to suspected collisions, situations where
GreenRoad detects extreme forces that likely indicate a collision, across an entire GreenRoad-equipped fleet.

The Collision Suspect Report helps the busy fleet manager by cutting through the clutter and giving them a
small set of critical events that require a timely intervention and can result in improved driver performance and
potential avoidance of future collisions.

“As we move forward, we will continue to deepen the insights provided by GreenRoad, further empowering
fleet and safety managers to maximize fleet safety and driver performance and deliver even greater ROI and
business benefits to their organizations,” continued White.

About GreenRoad

GreenRoad is the leader in driver performance and safety management for fleets and other organizations. The
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unique GreenRoad Driver Improvement Loop™ uses technology-based, personalized driver self-improvement
to immediately transform driving culture and deliver the best drivers on the road. Proven across 70,000 drivers
worldwide, representing innovative fleets from all industry segments, GreenRoad dramatically reduces crashes
and fuel consumption so customers realize positive ROI within months. The company is headquartered in
Redwood City, CA, with offices throughout the U.S., the U.K., and Israel. For more information, visit
www.greenroad.com.
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Contact Information
Gretchen Hoffman
GreenRoad
(650)307-6284

Julie McHenry
Communications Insight, LLC
(650)504-6655

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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